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In order to solve the existed problems of dynamic integrity measurement method, a dynamic integrity measurement model based on Memory Paging Mechanism is proposed in this paper. The model takes memory pages of executable subjects as measurement objects. When the pages are scheduled into memory, the measurement points are inserted, the pages are measured, and their integrities are verified. The model is able to insure the integrity and trust of each executable page and assure that the integrity of the whole executable subjects is not destroyed. To verify this model, XEN hypercall mechanism is used to acquire executable subjects’ pages scheduled into memory, and the integrity measurement and verification codes are put into hypercall handler. Accordingly, dynamic integrity measurement to executable subjects is implemented.

1. Introduction

Trusted computing technology is derived from safety guidance file of Rainbow Series information system launched by the USA in 1983. In 1999, TCG firstly presented the concepts of Trusted Computing Platform (TCP) and Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and proposed the specific structure and technology route of TCP system [1].

The cores of trusted computing technology are trusted computing base and trusted chain [2, 3], and trusted measurement is a key problem of this technology [4, 5]. Trusted computing puts the integrity as a fundamental attribute of trust. The reliability of the platform is depending on whether the integrity measurement value is equal to the corresponding integrity reference value.

The integrity measurement can comprise static measurement and dynamic measurement. The objects of static measurement are executable parts loaded into the platform during startup, such as BIOS, OS Loader, and operating system kernel. The objects of dynamic measurement are executable subjects, including code, data, and library file. The static measurement is a fixed sequence of single-chain process [6], and the measurement process is still unchanged when the operations of the platform change. Different from the static measurement, the process of dynamic measurement is multiple and unordered, and the time and space of object loading and running are not fixed. Obviously, the dynamic measurement is more accurate to describe and evaluate the integrity of the platform, and it can also get more attention and research [7].

Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [8] is a well-known integrity measurement structure developed by IBM. Based on the measurement methods of TCG, IMA expands the content of integrity measurement and uses an executable subject, dynamic loader, kernel module, and dynamic link library as measurement objects to measure the integrity of executable subject. Policy Reduced Integrity Measurement Architecture (PRIMA) [9] proposes a policy-reduced integrity measurement structure to solve the problem of loading time measurement.

The Secure Bus (SB) [10] is a trusted computing architecture proposed by George Mason University. The architecture uses TPM as a trusted root and adds a Secure Kernel (SK) and a SB. The trusted relationship is transmitted in accordance with the order of hardware, SK, operation system, SB, and executable subject. SK is located between the hardware and
operation system kernel and isolates the program processes from the underlying hardware. SB performs a dynamic integrity measurement for each program process that makes a hash operation for input and output data and makes a signature for output data. A new embedded measurement module has been designed based on SB measurement method [11]. This module can make the computing platform with nontrusted components use trusted computing functions and keep the platform operating well.

In general, the evaluation indexes of measurement methods are measurement scope and implementation mechanisms [12]. IMA measurement has great performance and efficiency, and it can perform measurement during process loading. However, IMA cannot grasp the dynamic state of the process due to the LSM core hook function, so that it cannot perform measurement during process running. At the basis of IMA, PRIMA increases mandatory access control policy, which makes it flexible to control measurement to keep a balance between safety and feasibility [13], but PRIMA still performs measurement only during process loading. Furthermore, PRIMA needs to measure mandatory access control policy and trusted subjects, which increases the difficulty and complexity. The SB method can measure integrity of process running stage preventing from tampering between processes and measure integrity of input and output stage using a hash algorithm for program process code. However, due to the strict process isolation mechanism, the processes running in the SB are very limited. Though the SB model is to ensure security, it reduces the usability, which makes it difficult to popularize.

To solve the existed problems and insufficiency of dynamic integrity measurement method, a dynamic integrity measurement model based on Memory Paging Mechanism (MP) is researched. To prove this measurement model, XEN hypercall mechanism is adopted to acquire executable subject's pages as measuring objects, inserts measurement points, measures and verifies them before the pages are scheduled into memory, and puts measurement codes and verification codes into hypercalls handle function, accordingly to implement dynamic integrity measurement to executable subjects. The contribution in this paper is that the dynamic integrity measurement can be effectively implemented via taking the executable main memory page as measure objects by applying the operating system Memory Paging Mechanism.

Notation. In the paper, the components which need dynamical measurement are running services, processes, or executable subjects, denoted by S, Memory Pages denoted by P, and Storage Block denoted by B.

2. Design of Dynamic Integrity Measurement Model Based on Memory Paging

Memory is the space in which all the codes and data are stored temporarily. The changing of code and data can be observed in memory space. Therefore, if it could be effective to access memory content, dynamic integrity measurement can be implemented effectively.

2.1. Model Design. In the view of memory management, the subject S in its life cycle can be seen as a dynamic combination of a number of memory pages \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_N \), namely,

\[
S = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_N\},
\]

where \( N \) is the number of memory pages occupied by subject S in the life cycle.

Obviously, if all loaded dynamic pages are integrated, the subject S is dynamically trusted.

Axiom 1. If and only if \( \forall P_i (\text{Hash}(P_i) = P_{i0}) \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \), where \( P_{i0} \) is integrity expected value of page \( P_i \), then the subject S is dynamically integrated or trusted.

According to Axiom 1, dynamic trusted measurement for the subject can be equivalent to dynamic loaded page measurement. The MP dynamic measurement model is described in Figure 1.

The MP model mainly includes monitoring module and measurement module.

(1) Monitoring Module. Monitoring module is used for page monitoring and execution controls and mainly consists of page monitoring unit and execution control unit.

The page monitoring unit is responsible for monitoring the physical memory space. When the page monitoring unit adjusts pages, it can get memory pages on time and then send the pages to the measurement module.

The execution control unit is responsible for controlling the execution of the memory page. After finishing the integrity measurement, the execution control unit needs to decide whether executing the page or interrupting the program based on the measurement result.

(2) Measurement Module. Measurement module is used for integrity measurement and mainly consists of integrity computing unit, integrity verification unit, and integrity verification reference value unit.
reference value. Measurement module communicates with the underlying trusted platform module.

The integrity computing unit gets the integrity value by using a specified hash algorithm to measure the feature information of a page sent by page monitoring unit.

Integrity verification unit gets a check result by comparing integrity value with integrity reference value of a page. The page is trusted if the check result is consistent, otherwise it is not trusted. And then the check result should be sent to monitoring module.

2.2. Integrity Reference Value for Dynamic Page. The integrity reference value is an evidence of integrity verification. This model can dynamically calculate page reference value \( P_{i0} \) based on the block mechanism of physical storage.

As we know, each subject’s address space is composed of code segment, data segment, and stack segment. However, because the code segment contains the machine instructions of executable programs, it becomes a main target of Trojan virus and other computer viruses. In this paper, integrity measurement method of code segment page is only analyzed.

In general, the computer file system (FAT, FAT32, NTFS, etc.) is usually stored and managed based on block or sector mechanism. Namely, when the subject \( S \) is stored physically, it can be seen as a sequence combination of storage block \( B \):

\[
S = B_1 \parallel B_2 \parallel \cdots \parallel B_M, \tag{2}
\]

where \( M \) is a number of physical storage blocks that \( S \) occupied.

When the subject \( S \) loads and runs, some blocks of \( S \) will be loaded to Buffer. According to the management mechanism of file system, a block or several continuous blocks of the subject \( S \) are loaded every time. Hence, every Buffer can be expressed as

\[
\text{Buffer} = B_b \parallel B_{b+1} \parallel \cdots \parallel B_e, \quad e \geq b, \tag{3}
\]

where \( b \) is the number of beginning block, and \( e \) is the number of ending block.

According to the memory management mechanism of the operating system, memory is paged. In fact, memory is a set of Buffer, and it can be discussed in two specific cases. (1) Page is composed of several Buffers and Buffer is quite small. (2) Page is a part of Buffer and Buffer is quite big.

In the first case, every Buffer can be corresponding with several physical storage blocks of the subject \( S \). Obviously, pages can also be corresponding with the physical storage blocks of the subject \( S \) through the Buffer.

As we know, in the operating system, the size of every memory page \( P \) is the integer times that of the storage block \( B \). Therefore, when the page is a part of Buffer, the beginning of every page must be corresponding with a certain storage block, and the page can also be corresponding with some physical storage blocks of the subject \( S \) through the Buffer.

According to the analysis above, we can get

\[
P_i = B_{i(b)} \parallel B_{i(b+1)} \parallel \cdots \parallel B_{i(e)}, \quad e \geq b. \tag{4}
\]

Based on (4), we can get the integrity reference value of \( P_i \) through some simple hash calculations, which is

\[
P_{i0} = \text{Hash} (B_{i(b)} \parallel B_{i(b+1)} \parallel \cdots \parallel B_{i(e)}). \tag{5}
\]

It means that we can also get \( P_{i0} \) by calculating the integrity reference value of the subject \( S \) storage blocks.

Similarly, when the subject \( S \) loads a Dynamic Link Library (DLL), the integrity reference values of the pages can be got by calculating that of the subject \( S \) and DLL.

2.3. Measurement Point. Selecting the measurement point is a key factor of available measurement model.

In general, when an executable subject is executed, the operating system will create a complete program map for it, including code, data, stack, and parts of library file. At the same time, the operating system will allocate memory, load the current block into memory, and create a new page table for mapping physical address space and virtual address space. When page load fails, the operating system will replace some new needed pages from disk to the memory based on page replacement algorithm and update the page table.

Based on the above analysis, in the whole life cycle of the executable subject \( S \), the operating system manages and operates its memory space. But the change of memory space must cause the page table updated or created. Hence, when the operating system creates or updates the page table, a measurement point should be inserted and carry out the presupposed measurement program. Then, measurement module calls TPM hash algorithm to measure the integrity value for the feature information of executable subject in that page. After that, measurement module should compare the integrity value with integrity reference value. The operating system executes that page if the measurement is successful, otherwise it exits.

2.4. Dynamic Measurement Process. The measurement process of the MP measurement model begins when page loads. The first step is to get page content through related mechanism and then use the integrity computing unit for calculating feature information in the page. The next step is to execute and verify the integrity and then go back to the original page.

The dynamic measurement process of MP model is showed in Figure 2.

Assume that the current execution (or update) page is \( P_i \), Address(\( P_i \)) is \( P_i \)’s initial address in the Buffer, and the Memory_snap(Address(\( P_i \))) is \( P_i \)’s actual content. Dynamical measurement algorithm is described as follows:

1. Paging unit loads page \( P_i \) into memory and executes it. Obviously,

\[
P_i \implies \text{Address} (P_i) \implies \text{Memory\_snap(Address} (P_i)) \tag{6}
\]

(2) Measurement program obtains this page and uses hash algorithm to calculate the feature information of page frame \( P_i \). Then,

\[
V_i = \text{Hash} (\text{Memory\_snap(Address} (P_i))). \tag{7}
\]
(3) Measurement program gets the corresponding integrity reference value $P_i(0)$ of the page frame $P_i$ from (5). Then,

$$P_i(0) = \text{Hash}(B_{i(0)} \| B_{i(0+1)} \| \cdots \| B_{i(e)})$$

In (5), $(b, e)$ can be obtained through data structure pointed by Buffer’s pointer, and Buffer’s pointer is corresponding with $P_i$.

(4) The integrity evaluation unit (it is TPM in the general case) compares $P_i(0)$ with $V_i$. If $V_i = P_i(0)$, page $P_i$ is trusted, and it is allowed to load and run. Otherwise, error handler should be executed.

According to Axiom 1, if and only if $\forall P_i(V_i = P_i(0))$, then we can consider that the system is dynamical, complete, and trusted.

2.5. Model Analysis

(1) Model Feasibility. Dynamical integrity measurement model MP basically complies with TCG measurement framework and mechanism model, including two units: integrity measurement and integrity verification. By the way, the function of the two units is consistent with TCG’s measurement model. The feasibility of the MP model is decided by inserting mechanism for measurement point. That is, the MP measurement model can be implemented as long as inserting mechanism for measurement point. That is, the dynamic MP measure model based on the memory paging mechanism.

(2) Attack Detection Capability. Tampering attacks for memory page consist of Load Before Attack (LBA) and Load After Attack (LAA). LBA is attacking the page mapping stored in the disk. That is, the page is tampered before it is loaded into memory. LAA is to use some malicious processes for tampering the memory after the page is loaded.

The MP measurement model can resist the above attacks. For example, if the model is attacked by LBA, the page will be tampered and the integrity value will be changed, but the model’s integrity reference value is never changed. Therefore, when the measurement model executes the verification operation, it must be able to detect that the page has been falsified and then execute the error handler.

If the model is attacked by LAA, tampered memory always causes page replacement, page failure, and page move-out. When the page failure occurs, any tampered pages will be moved to disk, and the execution flow will be interrupted when this case is detected by the measurement program. When the page move-out or page replacement occurs, the memory paging mechanism can firstly find a seldom-used page frame and move this page to disk and load new needed page into the page frame. Then the measurement program can find that the memory page is tampered. The malicious attacker of the LAA is possible to attack the memory space of another process when it is running, and the malicious attacking process must exist in its own memory space or embed in the memory space of other processes. When the malicious process or its embedded process is loaded into memory space, the model can detect it at the beginning of the execution of the malicious program.

(3) Security Analysis. The security of the MP measurement model is supported by the security of the measurement root and measurement algorithm.

The TPM is a measurement root of the MP measurement model. In this model, both integrity calculation and integrity verification execute TPM and rely on the security of TPM. In general, the TPM module is a secure chip, and it regards internal cryptographic algorithm engine as a credible guarantee of the trusted computing. As a measurement root, the TPM module is the first node of trusted chain in the trusted computing platform, and the rest of the trusted computing will regard this step as a foundation. The security of TPM is mainly reflected in the ability of chip design security, key storage, antisoftware analysis, and antihardware analysis. Hence, the security of the TPM is ensured by physical security and administrative security.

This model uses hash algorithm as a measurement algorithm. It is important to select a reliable hash function to ensure credibility of this measurement mechanism.

(4) Computational Complexity Analysis. This model uses hash algorithm as a measurement algorithm. The computational complexity of the MP model depends on the hash algorithm.

(5) Comparative Analysis with Other Measurement Models. In Table 1, several integrity measurement methods are compared in four aspects: range of action, hardware requirement, structure complexity, and realization mechanism.

The TCG measurement model can only accomplish the static integrity measurement in the platform starting phase. Because this measurement method is only executing integrity
Table 1: Comparative analysis with other measurement models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Range of action</th>
<th>Hardware requirement</th>
<th>Structure complexity</th>
<th>Realization mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCG Platform starts</td>
<td>TPM</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Trusted chain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMA Program load</td>
<td>TPM</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>LSM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB Program run</td>
<td>TPM + LT/SEM</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Process isolation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP Program run</td>
<td>TPM</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Virtual machine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

measurement for the component loaded to platform, it is easy to realize.

The IMA measurement model expands the TCG measurement model and executes integrity measurement at the program load time. However, due to the limitation of the LSM mechanism, the integrity measurement cannot be implemented when the program is running. By using the process isolation, the SB measurement model can implement dynamic integrity measurement when the program is running. But it needs special hardware support. LaGrande Technology (LT) is a hardware technology introduced by Intel, and it aims at the Palladium trusted computing program of Microsoft. Secure Execution Mode (SEM) is a hardware technology proposed by AMD. In the SB, and TPM, LT and SEM are used for isolating memory from the software attack in the running.

The MP model can implement dynamic integrity measurement when the program is running. Moreover, its structure is simple and easy to be realized. The rest of this paper will discuss how to realize the MP integrity measurement model under XEN virtual architecture. This realization mechanism is simple and flexible, and it also avoids the limited process communication issues because of the process isolation.

3. Realization of MP Based on XEN Super Call

3.1. Realization Mechanism. In XEN system, as a virtual monitor, XEN is located in the highest privilege level (ring 0), while Guest OS is only located in the sublevel (ring 1). The lower kernel privilege makes Guest OS not execute some privileged operations, and XEN can execute privileged operations for it. Therefore, XEN provides a series of interface, and it is convenient for Guest OS to complete those privileged operations, called super call [14].

When the executable subject is in operation, Guest OS can manage and handle the memory space based on characteristics of super call mechanism. If page table operations are involved, a super call to the XEN begins. At this time, we insert a measurement point and embed measurement program in the processing of super call function. And then this model can be realized. The specific process is shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Realization of the Measurement Model

3.1. Realization Mechanism. In XEN system, as a virtual monitor, XEN is located in the highest privilege level (ring 0), while Guest OS is only located in the sublevel (ring 1). The lower kernel privilege makes Guest OS not execute some privileged operations, and XEN can execute privileged operations for it. Therefore, XEN provides a series of interface, and it is convenient for Guest OS to complete those privileged operations, called super call [14].

When the executable subject is in operation, Guest OS can manage and handle the memory space based on characteristics of super call mechanism. If page table operations are involved, a super call to the XEN begins. At this time, we insert a measurement point and embed measurement program in the processing of super call function. And then this model can be realized. The specific process is shown in Figure 3.

(1) Guest OS loads page into memory and tries to handle the page table.

(2) Guest OS cannot access the page table directly, and it applies to XEN super call. The XEN checks the super call request, and it will go to the next step if it is permitted, otherwise the program ends.

(3) Implement measurement program: the measurement program gets the memory page, calls TPM hash algorithm for calculating measurement value, and compares it with the reference value for the integrity of these pages. If they are consistent, it means that the page is trusted, and the program goes to the next step, otherwise it ends.

(4) Complete the operation on the page table and return to Guest OS.
The measurement program exactly gets the page according to the parameters.

(2) Measure When Updating Page Table. When one program runs, all the dynamic change will reflect in the memory, and the change of memory will reflect in the page table. When the process changes, the memory changes, and the page table also changes. Guest OS applies for using HYPERVISOR mmu update to update the page table. After XEN finishes the authority inspection, it executes the do_mmu_update() function. At this time, the measurement program inserts measurement point into this function and executes integrity measurement.

There are two kinds of operation defined in the HYPERVISOR_mmuinteupdate:

- pagetable update (MMU_NORMAL_PT_UPDATE)
- M2P table update (MMU_MACHYPHYS_UPDATE),

which are defined in Algorithm 2. The structure mmu_update defined in HYPERVISOR_mmuinteupdate includes two parameters: “ptr” and “val”. The ptr stands for the physical address of the item which needs to update the page table, while the val stands for the new value which needs to change the page table. The structure is defined in Algorithm 3.

In Guest OS, the page table update means the item update of page table. What the item of page table saves is actually a memory page address (or page frame number). Therefore, in fact, the item update of page table is equivalent to mapping a new memory to the current item of page table to replace the original page. In this process, both sides of operation are the original page address and new mapping page address, and it is not (ptr, val) but (val, new val). Thus, XEN defines a new hypercall to finish this kind of page table update, which is HYPERVISOR_update_va_mapping.

Because this kind of operation is relatively simple, it does not have the definition structure as other hypercalls, and it transfers parameters directly. Under x86 framework, the three parameters needed in the operation are transferred through register EBX, ECX, and EDX to do_update_va_mapping().

---

Algorithm 2

```c
struct mmu_update {
    uint64_t ptr;  /* Machine address of PTE. */
    uint64_t val;  /* New contents of PTE. */
};
typedef struct mmu_update mmu_update_t;
DEFINE_XEN_GUEST_HANDLE(mmu_update_t);
```

Algorithm 3

```c
//xen/include/public/xen.h
#define MMU_NORMAL_PT_UPDATE 0
#define MMU_MACHYPHYS_UPDATE 1
```
And then the measurement program inserts measurement point into this function and executes integrity measurement.

(3) Writable Page Table Measurement. The Hypercall method makes the update page table model become indirect; that is, Guest OS needs to get XEN safety confirm and use XEN for completing the page table update. Thus, Guest OS is unable to write its page table. But, in fact, other than using the hypercall way to update the page table, XEN also provides a new page table update model named writable page model. Though the page is still unable to write in this model, Guest OS can read-write these kinds of pages directly.

Of course, in the writable page model, Guest OS does not really have the access to write page table. After finishing the update operation of the page table, it still needs XEN to confirm the operation. Before Guest OS updates the page table, XEN takes the page table from the page table structure of Guest OS and makes Guest OS recognize the page as ordinary page to read and write. After Guest OS finishes the update and XEN confirms it, XEN will put the page into the page table structure of Guest OS again and allow the MMU to access this page table.

In the writable page model, Guest OS can update the page table by using Hypercall: _HYPERVISOR_vm_assist; the function is vm_assist( ). And then, the measurement program inserts measurement point into this function and executes integrity measurement.

4. Conclusion

In order to solve the existed problems of dynamic integrity measurement method, a dynamic integrity measurement model based on Memory Paging Mechanism is proposed in this paper. The model takes executable subject pages as measurement object, inserts measurement points, and measures and verifies them before the pages are loaded into memory. This model insures the integrity and trust of each executable page, and the integrity of the whole executable subjects is not destroyed. To prove this model, XEN hypercall mechanism is used for acquiring executable subject pages loaded into memory, putting measurement codes and verification codes into hypercall handler, and then the dynamic integrity measurement to executable subjects is realized.

In the next work, memory attack model will be discussed further, and the integrity measurement algorithm will be improved on the same steps.
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